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. FIELD OF INVENTION
• The present invention relates to an apparatus and method for awarding a prize.

The invention has been developed primarily for use.with a plurality of interlinked gaming

machines in a gaming establishment and will be described hereinafter with reference to this •

5 application. However, the invention is not limited to that particular field

suitable for.use ynith online gaming, gaming machines that are distributed over a plurality of

. gaming establishments, iotto, pools, lotteries, art unions, bingo, raffles and other games •

involving one or more wagers being placed upon an outcome having a finite probability of
.

• occurring.

10 .BACKGROUND
*

It is known to "link" gaming machines to provide a number of additional functionalities.'

This includes the ability to control the awarding of a prize, as the pool of available funds is

.

greater and the amount offunds available, is known rather than having to be (estimated. Another
.

functionality of interlinked gaming machines is that secondary gaming is possible. For example;

15 for a given group of interlinked gaming machines,, a central display provides the gamers with a .

visual indication ofa presently available jackpot prize that is being incrementally increased as

. the gamers operate the interlinked gaining machines. It is known by the gamers that the prize
.

will be awarded when it is incremented to a randomly selected value that is less than a

predefined value. Typically, the predefined value will also be visually indicated to the gamers

20". by the display.

The use of such functionality is intended to provide additional impetus to the gamers to

play the machines and thereby winthe jackpot prize in addition to any prize available to be

awarded by the respective machine. However, with the increasing sophistication ofthe gamers

and their approach to gaming, the interest in. the jackpot prize has diminished.

25 The discussion of the prior art within this specification is to assist the addressee .

understand the invention and is npt an admission of the extent ofthe common general knowledge

•; in the field of the invention and is included without prejudice.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is an object of the present invention to overcome, or at least substantially ameliorate,

30 ' one or more of the disadvantages ofthe prior art or at least to provide a useful alternative.

According to a first aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus for determining

the award of a plurality a prizes having respective prize values, the' apparatus including:

'

. memory for storing data indicative of a current prize value;



an input device being responsive to input signals from a respective plurality of gaming

. terminals for providing an increment signal;
'".

a controller for defining the current prize value as a first ofthe prize values arid being

• responsive to the increment signal for incrementing an accumulated value toward the.current

5 ' prize value; and

a comparator being responsive to the current prize value and the accumulated value for

determining if the current prize value is to be awarded and, if so, generating an award signal that

• actuates the controller to define the current prize value as a second ofthe prize values.

Preferably, the prize values fall,within a range between an upper prize value and a lower

l o prize value and the memory also contains data indicative of the upper prize value and the lower .

•

prize value. More preferably, the controller is responsive to the upper prize value and the lower

prize value for determining the second oftheprize values. That is, the controller sequentially

determines the prize values and, in turn, has the data in the memory updated to reflect, the latest

determination, the current prize value! Even more preferably, a prize value is determined to fall

15 alternatively between:

the current prize value and the upper prize value; and .

the current prior prize value and the lower prize value.

In other embodiments, upon determination that the current prize value is to be awarded, .

the accumulated value is reset to one or other ofthe upper prize value or the lower prize value.

20 More preferably, the accumulated value is alternatively reset to the upper prize value and the

lower prize value.

Preferably also, the terminals, are respective gaming machines. *However, in other

embodiments, the terminals are computer devices such as stand alone desktop computers. More

preferably, the desktop computers are linked to the apparatus via web-enabled or other online

25 interfaces. In still further embodiments, the terminals are both gaming machines and online

computing devices. /• :
-

iii a preferred form, the apparatus includes a payout device that is responsive to the.

increment signal and the award signal for selecting the terminal to which the prize is awarded.

More preferably, each terminal includes a gaming balance and the payout device, upon selecting

• 30 the terminal, credits the respective gaming balance. Even more preferably,,the payout device

credits the gaming balance by the accumulated value.
*

. Preferably, the apparatus includes a display driver for providing persons using the

terminals with a visual indication ofthe accumulated value. In the case of a gaming

establishment where the terminals are gaming machines, the display, driver is a dedicated



hardware and software device that drives an LED display that is prominently located within the

establishment. In other embodiments, the LED display is substituted with one or more spaced

apart piasma screens, video projectors, television monitors or other display devices. It will be

appreciated that gaming machines typically include a dedicated gaming display for providing the

5 gamer with visual feedback on the progress of the game. In some embodiments, the display

device is provided by the dedicated gaming display.

In those embodiments where the terminals are remotely connected computing devices

. such as personal computers, the.display driver is coded into the communications protocol. For

example, for ai web-based delivery, the driver is provided in HTML and as part of the web page

10 or other method for displaying content that delivers the game to the terminal. In other

;
embodiments alternative languages are used.

Preferably also, the driver also provides persons using the terminals with a visual

.

indication ofone or more of:

• the upper prize value;
. .

.

is the lower prize value; and

whether the accumulated value is incrementing toward the upper or the lower prize value.

In a preferred form, the comparator is part of the controller. However, in other

embodiments these components are separately implemented.

. According to a second aspect of the invention there is provided an apparatus for

20 determining the award of a plurality ofprizes having respective prize values that fall between an

upper prize value and a lower prize value, the apparatus including:

.

• memory for storing.data indicative ofa current prize value;

an input device being responsive to input signals from a respective plurality of gaining

terminals for providing an increment signal;

.

25 ... • a controller for defining the current prize value as a first of the prifce values' and being .

responsive to the increment signal for incrementing an accumulated value toward the current

prize value, whereby the first prize vaiue lies between one ofthe accumulated value and the

upper prize .value and the accumulated value and the lower prize value;.and

a comparator being responsive to the current prize.value and the accumulated value for •

30 determining if the current prize valueis to be awarded and, if so, generating an award signal that,

actuates the controller to define the Current prize value as a second of the prize values, whereby

the second prize value lies between *the other of the accumulated value and the upper prize value

arid the accumulated value and jthe lower prize value.
*



In the preferred embodiments, alternate prize values result in the accumulated value •

alternatively incrementing upwardly and downwardly. That is, a jbrize value is determined to fall

. alternatively between:

.

the current prize value and the upper prize value; and -

the current prior prize value and the lower prize value.

In other embodiments, upon determination that the current prize value is to be awarded,

the accumulated value is reset to one or other of the upper prize value or the lower prize value.

More preferably, the accumulated value is alternatively reset to the upper prize value and the

lower prize value.

. According to a third aspect ofthe invention there is provided an apparatus for

determining the award of a plurality a prizes; having respective prize values that fall between an

upper prize value and a lower prize value, the apparatus including:

memory for storing data indicative of a current prize value;

an input device being responsive to input signals from a respective plurality of gaming

terminals for providing an increment signal;

.a controller for defining the current prize value as a first ofthe prize values and an

accumulated value as one ofthe upper prize value or the lower prize value, the controller being

responsive to the increment signal for incrementing the accumulated value toward the current

prize value; and

a comparator being responsive to the current prize value and the accumulated value for

determining ifthe current prize value is to be awarded and, if so, generating an award signal that

actuates the controller to define the current prize ,value as a second ofthe prize values and to

• reset the accumulated value to the other of the upper prize value or the lower prize value.

According to a fourth aspect of the invention there is provided a method for determining

the award of a plurality a prizes having respective prize values, the method including:

* storing data indicative of a.current prize value;.

being responsive to input signals from a respective plurality of gaming terminals for

providing an increment signal;

providing a controller for defining the current prize value as a first ofthe prize values arid

being responsive to the increment signal for incrementing an accumulated value toward the ,

'

current prize value; and

being responsive to the current prize yalue and.the accumulated value for determining if

the current prize value is to be awarded and, if so, generating an award signal that actuates the

controller to define the current prize value as a second ofthe prize values.



. According to a fifth aspect ofthe invention there is provided a method for determining

• the award of a plurality a prizes having respective prize values that, fall between an upper prize

value and a lower prize value, the apparatus including:

storing data indicative of a current prize value;

5 . being responsive to input signals from a respective plurality of gaming terminals for
.

providing an increment signal;
*, * * •• .

providing a controller for defining the currentprize value as a first ofthe prize values and

being responsive to the increment signal for incrementing an accumulated value toward the

current prize value, whereby the first prize value lies between one. of the accumulated value and

10 . the upper prize value and the accumulated value and the lower prize value; and

being responsive to the current prize value and the accumulated value for detennining if

the current prize value is to be awarded and, if so, generating,an award signal that actuates the

controller to define the current prize value as a second ofthe prize values, whereby the second

prize value lies between the other of the accumulated value and the upper prize value and the .

15.. accumulated value and the lower.prize value.

According to a sixth aspect ofthe invention there is provided a method for determining

the award of a plurality a prizes having respective prize values that fall between an upper prize

value and a lower prize value, the method including:
-. • * * •• . • *

storing data indicative of a current prize Value;.

20 being responsive to input signals from a respective plurality of gaming terminals for

providing an increment signal; .

. providing a controller for defining the current prize value as a first ofthe prize values and

an accumulated value as. one of the upper prize value or the lower prize value;
,

being responsive to the increment signal for incrementing the accumulated value towarid

25. the current prize value;' and

;
being responsive to the current prize value and the accumulated value for determining if

.
the current prize value is to be awarded.and, if so, generating an award signal that actuates the .

"

. , controller to define the current prize value as a second ofthe prize values and to reset the

accumulated value to the other of the upper prize value or the lower prize value.

30 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS :

A preferred embodiment of the invention will now be described, by way of example only,

with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic view ofa gaming network including an apparatus according to the

' -..-invention; —



Figure 2 is a schematic view in more detail ofthe apparatus shown in Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a schematic view of a display that is driven by ihe apparatus ofFigure 2;

Figure 4 is a further schematic view of the display ofFigure 3; and

Figure 5 is a* schematic view ofan online gaming network including an apparatus

5- according to the invention. .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OFTHE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Referring to Figure 2 there is provided an apparatus 1 for determining the award ofa

plurality ofprizes having respective prize values. Apparatus 1 includes memory, in the form of

solid state memory 2 for storing data indicative of a current prize value.. An input device in the

0 form of an interface card 3 is responsive to input signals from a respective plurality ofgaming

terminals 4 - as shown in Figure 1 - for providing an increment signal. A controller, in the form

of a CPU 5 that is mounted to a motherboard 6, defines the current prize value as a first ofthe

prize values and Is responsive to the increment signal for incrementing an accumulated value

toward the current prize value. A comparator, in the form ofa local processor 7 on board 6, is

15 responsive to the current prize value and the accumulated value for determining if the current

prize value is to be awarded and, ifso, generating an award signal that actuates CPU 5 to define

the current prize value as a second ofthe prize values.

In other embodiments, card 3 is a network card designed to retrieve the appropriate

information from, a plurality of gaming devices, whether those devices be stand alone gaming

'

20
t
machines, personal computers running gaming software, or the like.

The prize values fall within a range between an upper prize value and a lower prize value

and memory 2 also contains data indicative ofthe upper prize value and the. lower prize value.

CPU 5 selectively accesses memory 2 and is responsive to the upper prize value and the lower

prize value for determining the second of the prize values. That is, prize values,, in this

25 embpdiment, are not fully predetermined. Rather, CPU 5 sequentially determines the prize

\ values and, in turn, has the data in memory 2 updated to reflect the latest determination: the

current prize value. The rule followed by CPU 5 is that a prize value is determined to fall

alternatively between:

the current prize value and the upper prize value;, and

30 the current prior prize value and the lower prize value, .

Motherboard 6 includes a communications bus 9 for accommodating the communication

. between the various computing components shown.

It will be appreciated that Figure 2 is highly schematic and is intended to provide the

: skilled addressee with an understanding of the functionality provided by apparatus 1 and the



'

interaction between the components illustrated. It would be understood from the teaching herein
.

that those functionalities and interactions are able to be.implemented in crther ways. For .

example, for the purposes of clarity, the functionality ofcomparator 7 is, in this embodiment, is

separated from that ofCPU 5. However, in practice,*CPU 5 performs both functions.

5 Card 3 is a dedicated hardware device that is linked to bus 9 by an external

communications bus 10. Both these buses are schematic representations of a plurality of digital,

lines. In some embodiments, bus 10 includes one or more analogue lines - for video and audio - .

in addition to the digital lines.

As shown in Figure 1, terminals 4 aire respective gaming machines that are co-located in

10 a single gaming establishment 1 1. While only four, terminals are shown, it is usual to have many

more than this, typically ten, linked by apparatus 1 . Where if was desire to link greater numbers

of terminals use is made of a structured network of apparatus 1 . To this end, apparatus 1

includes a network card or communications card 15, as shown in Figure 2. In some

embodiments, card 1 5 is configured for wireless communication.

15 • Terminals 4 are typically physically arranged in groups or lines and are presented to

make them easily accessible for gamers. Each terminal includes a dedicated interface card (not

shown) to provide and receive predetermined communications signals to a 10 Mbits/s Cat 5

. communications bus i6.* In other embodiments, 'use is made of an existing network, such as

. CMS, to affect the required communications. .

-
* *

20 Bus 16 is also linked to card 3 for allowing apparatus 1 to communicate with terminals 4.

It will be appreciated that terminals 4 do not communicate with each other, but only with

•apparatus 1. However, the communication between each terminal and apparatus 1 is two-way.

In practice, apparatus 1 is located away from terminals 4 and in a location that is easily

accessible by technical staffofthe establishment. For example, in some embodiments; apparatus

25 1 takes the form of a networked server and is located together with other servers and computer

equipment in a dedicated room within the establishment.

Apparatus 1 includes a display driver in theform of a video card 17 for providing gamers

using one or more of terminals 4 with a visual indication of the accumulated value. Card 17 is

provided command and data signals by CPU 5 via bus 9 and 10. These signals are processed by

30 the circuitry and software ayailable on the card to provide an output signal that is, in this

. embodiment, provided to a video cable 18.
.

Cable 18 provides a video feed for a video display 20. In this embodiment, display 20 is

an LED display thatis prominently located within establishment 1 1 near terminals 4. This.••/*. ... •

. allows the gamers! utilising terminals 4 to easily determine the quantum of the accumulated



. . value. In this embodiment, display 20 also provides the gamers .with a visu&l indication ofone of

the upper prize value and the lower prize value and whether the accumulated value is

: . incrementing upwardly or downwardly. This will be described in more detail below with

reference to Figure 3 and 4.

5 . . In other embodiments, the LED display is substituted with one or more spaced apart

plasma screens, video projectors, television monitors, CRT projectors or other display devices.

The use ofspaced apart display devices is particularly advantageous where there are many

terminals 4 within the establishment, or where those terminals are distributed widely within the

establishment. For those embodiments where terminals 4 are not all in the same establishment, *

10 • then provision is made for separate displays in the separate establishments.

The use of display 20 is advantageous as it provides information to the gamers and allows

them to derive more entertainment and enjoyment for a given wager. It is also advantageous to

have display 20 as a separate component that is prominently located, as that provides open

information to potential gamers as to extra benefits ofterminals 4 over prior art terminals.

15 . In other embodiments, a separate display 20 is not used. That is, the visual indication is
.

.
provided as a digitai signal via bus 16 directly to terminals 4. In turn, this signal is received by

... the respective interface cards in the terminals and displayed on the screens of the terminals. In

further embodiments use is made ofboth a separate display 20 and a display on each of the

individual terminals..

20 * There are also embodiments where not all terminals 4 are located at within the same

establishment. That is, terminals 4 are located across at least two different establishments.

Apparatus 1 includes a payout device in the form ofa payout circuit 22 on board 6, which

is responsive to the increment signal and the award signal for selecting the terminal to which the

' prize is awarded. It will, be appreciated that each terminal 4 includes data indicative of a gaming

25 balance that is available to the gamer using that terminal. Circuit 22, upon selecting the terminal,

credits the respective gaming balance. In this embodiment circuit 22 credits the gaming balance

by the accumulated value. In other embodiments the gaming balance is credited by a different

amount. In any event, once the gamer has decided to cease the gaming session, the credit",

balance is redeemed in the usual manner. This includes, by way of example, a cash payout from

30 the terminal, the update of the gamer's smartcardi by the terminal, or the gamer seeking the

payment from k cashier or other centralised payment point. If the accumulated amount is large,

'

the most practical ways of affecting a redemption requested by the gamer is to:

1. Affect a manual payment;- -*•*•..
• 2. Transfer the value to the players terminal;



\ . '

10:
.

" •

'•
' * :

•3. If available, print a ticket: using the terminals ticket printing device;

4. Credit the player's credit card or online wallet;

* * 5. Transfer the money to a mobile device with technology for allowing such a

transfer - such as, but not limited to, a cellular telephone, a PDA, or a mobile-

.5. computer - for redemption at a later time.

In other embodiments, such as that shown in Figure 5, terminals 4 are computer devices

' such as stand alone desktop computers that are remotely located. .In this embodiment, each

computer is at the residence of the respective gamers. The computers are each linked to the

internet 26 via telephone lines 27. Apparatus 1, on the other hand, is linked to an internet server
.

10 28 via bus 16.

.

Server 28 allows communication between terminals 4 and apparatus 1 to provide the

same functionality as that achieved by the Figure 1 embodiment. However, in this case, the

delivery of the information is browser based.

In some embodiments, apparatus 1 communicates both with terminals that are gaming.

15 machines and terminals that are remoteiy located desktop computers.

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, from the teaching herein, that server 28

will also allow the invention to be performed with terminals that are laptop computers, mini-

computers, PDA's and other computing devices with internet, 3G or WAP capability. Moreover,

in some embodiments, server 28 is able to interact with gamers by way ofthe cellular telephone

20 network. *
.

!

Reference is again made to Figure 1 and Figure 2. In use, the gamers operating terminals

4 are participating in a game ofchance that is contingent upon the predetermined virtual spacing

on a screen of a number of icons. Once the gamer establishes a credit balance with the terminal,

by one ofvarious means, it is possible for the gamer to initiate a gaming sequence. After the

25 sequence has played out, and the result displayed on the screen of the terminal, the terminal then

provides the input signal on bus 16. This input signal includes a multi bit string of information,

including a unique identifier for the terminal and the quantum ofthe wager placed upon the

. . gaming sequence that was completed. When respective gamers are simultaneously playing the

.

terminals, a stream of input signals are received by card 3.

: 30 . In addition to the individual games of chance, the gamers are also participating in an

• additional group game ofchance, in that they are eligible to win a "jackpot" amount. The two .

.

games are independently operated in that the probability ofa gamer winning one ofthe games is

does not affect their probability ofwinning the other.



As mentioned above, memory 2 includes data indicative ofthe current prize value, as well

as the upper prize value and the lower prize value. The current prize value is the value ofthe ,

jackpot to be next awarded. The upper prize value is the maximum value of the prize to be

awarded, while the minimum prize value is the minimum value of the prize to be awarded.

• 5 At start Up, CPU 5 is programmed to default the accumulated value to one of the upper

prize value or the lower prize value, and to control card 17 to ensure that the default accumulated

value is visually; displayed upon displayed; This amount is displayed as being the.value ofthe

Jackpot that is available to be awarded to a gamer. For this embodiment; it is assumed that the

default is the lower prize value. For this specific example the accumulated value - that is, the

. 10 value displayed in area 31 ofFigure 3 - is initially $10,000 and ramps upwardly as the gamers,

operate terminals 4.

The CPU also determines the current prize value by randomly or pseudo randomly

selecting a value between the minimum and maximum value and having this stored in memory 2.

In other embodiments, however, the initial current value is selected in accordance with a

15 predefined algorithm. .

In this specific example, the prize value was determined to be $13,398.39. The current

prize value is not displayed or otherwise communicated to the gamers.

•As the gamers operate the terminals and the input signals are provided to card 3 , the

increment signal is generated with a weighting that is dependent upon the quantum of the wager

. 20 undertaken by the gamer. . CPU 5 is responsive to the increment signal to increment the ;

. . . accumulated value -by the weighting in a direction toward the current prize value. At this part of

the cycle, the increment is-upwardly.

The updated accumulated value is displayed on display 20 to ensure that the gamers have

access to the revised information. The more the gamers play, and the more they wager, the faster

25 that the accumulated value,will increment. An example of display 20 at this stage of a cycle is . .

illustrated in Figure 3. More particularly, the accumulated value is illustrated in area 3 1 as .

" $12,452.54, while the upward increment of the accumulated value is indicated by the upward

orientation of arrow 32. . The upper prize value, in this embodiment, is $ 15,000 and the lower,

prize value is $10,000. This information is alternately shown in area 33 of display 20, as

.
30 indicated by Figures 3 and .4 respectively.

Processor 7 is responsive to the current prize value - Which is presently $13,398.39'- and .

the accumulated value for determining when the current prize value is to be awarded. .In this

•

. embodiment, processor 7 generates the award signal when the difference between the

• accumulation value arid the current value changes sign. That is, processor 7, after each change,to .



the. accumulation value, determines the difference between the two values. At the point where

the one that was initially larger - in this case the current prize value - is now the smaller is when

• the award signal is generated. .

. . The award signal is used.by CPU 5 as an initiator for a number of actions.. The first

5 action is to determine which of the terminals was the site ofthe wager that results in the award

.
signal being generated. This determination is made by reference to the increment signal, which

in turn includes data that was extracted from the corresponding input signal. With this done,

CPU 5 communicates with the terminal, .via card 3, to credit the balance by the current prize

value. In other embodiments the balance is credited by an amount other than the current prize

• io value. *

The next action is to reset the current prize value. CPU 5 is responsive to the upper prize

.. value and the lower prize value for determining the next of the prize values. At this point ofthe

cycle, CPU 5 randomly or pseudo randomly selects a value that lies between the current prize

value and the lower prize value and updates the'data in memory 2 to redefine the current prize

15 value. In this example, the current prize value is redefined as $1 1,390.99. CPU 5 is then

responsive to subsequent increment signals to progress the accumulation,value toward the.

current prize value. *

Processor 7 is also active m.deteraiining the timing ofthe next award signal. Once that

.qccurs, CPU responds accordingly and:

.

.20 . . 1. .Awards the prize by crediting the appropriate balance;

2. Resets the current prize value to fall randomly between the current prize value

and the upper prize value.

This sequence repeats, in that CPU 5 deterrnines the sequentially prize values and, in

turn, has the data in memory 2 updated to reflect the latest determination. The rule followed by

25 CPU 5 is that a subsequent prize value is determined to fall alternatively between:
*

•* * * *

' the current prize value and the upper prize value; and

. the current prior prize value and the lower prize value.

In this embodiment, the accumulated value is never reset and simply changes the direction

ofaccumulation once the next current prize value is determined. That is, the accumulated value .

30 will alternatively progress toward the upper prize value and the lower prize value, changing

direction when it reaches the current prize value.

•.The weighting ofthe increment to the accumulation value is also dependent upon the

difference between the successive accumulation values: That is, the operator ofapparatus 1 must

ensure that the return percentage to the gamers is maintained within the relevant regulated limits.

.



Accordingly, if the difference is large, then the weighting is greater so that each increment is larger '.

than would be the case if the difference were small. It also ensures that the operator is able to gain
• * *• * *

.

up-to-date information about the profit margins provided by apparatus 1, be they positive or

negative. For example, the operator may be prepared to offer the embodiment as a loss leader, on •

the basis that those losses are contained to a predetermined percentage. In that case, the return

percentage provided by the primary games played oh terminals 4 may be lower to ensure that the

overall return is within the required parameters.

'

In other embodiments the rules followed by CPU 5 when determining a prize value is

different than that suggested above. For example, in one specific embodiment a prize value is

determined randomly or pseudo randomly to fall between the lower and the upper prize value.

However, the accumulation valite is reset alternatively to the upper prize value and the lower

prize value. That is, following the issue of an award signal, the incrementing ofthe

accumulation value toggles .between a positive increment and a negative increment.

In overview, the preferred embodiments ofthe invention the current prize value is set

randomly and the accumulated value set initially at a minimum value such that it increments

upwardly- referred to as being a progressive jackpot in that it "ramps up" - to the current prize

value. Once the accumulated value is equal to or greater than the current prize value, the current

prize value is awarded to the gamer who was responsible for that increment of the accumulated

value. In the next jackpot game, the current prize value is reset, again randomly, while the

20 * accumulated value is set to a maximum value such that it increments downwardly - referred to

as being a regressive jackpot in that it "ramps down" - to the current prize value. Once the'

accumulated value is equal to or less than the current prize value, the current prize value is

awarded to the gamer who was responsible for that increment of the accumulated value.

With prior art system - where typically the accumulated value is always reset to the lower

25 limit the gamer is more likely to loose interest until such time as the accumulated value rises
*

considerably, assuming that it will do so prior to the current prize value be reached. What has been

found is that gamers usually do not take an active interest until the accumulated value is greater

than about the.halfway point between the possible minimum and maximum values: .

The preferred embodiments ofthe invention allow these disadvantages to be overcome by

30 offering a regressive jackpot Such as jackpot provides the gamers with the ability fo wager on the

award ofthat jackpot while there, is a chancp that it is at or near the maximum possible value.

Additionally, even where use is made of a progressive jackpot, this is in the alternative with the

regressive jackpot, so the gamers are able to influence the return to the regressive jackpot through



their gaming actions, while still gaining the opportunity to win the progressivejackpot currently

being offered. •

A significant advantage ofthe preferred embodiments is that the interest ofthe gamer is

maintained due not only to the variation in the jackpot value, but also due to the variation in the

.

increment or decrement ofthe accumulation value that is displayed.
•

. Although .the invention has been described with reference to. a specific examples it will be

appreciated that by those- skilled in the art that it may be embodied in many other forms.
.

DATED this 18th Day of July, 2003 . ;

BALDWIN SHELSTON WATERS .

Attorneys for: Paltronics Australasia Pty Limited .
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FIGURE 3

MEGA JACKPOT AVAILABLE

$12,452.54

THE JACKPOT IS

RAMPING

AND MUST BE
WON BEFORE IT

REACHES $15,000.
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FIGURE 4

MEGA JACKPOT AVAILABLE

$13,048.59

THE JACKPOT IS

RAMPING

AND MUST BE
WON BEFORE IT

REACHES $10,000
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